Overview of MRC Activities

Supporting and Streamlining Microgrid Project Development & Finance with Regulatory Actions
Working as the Voice for the Microgrid Community

• MRC is the voice of the microgrid community in regulatory & legislative proceedings
• Represents the entire microgrid community from developers and hosts to suppliers and investors
• Technology and ownership neutral, we seek a fair market playing field for all microgrids and the removal of development barriers
Working as the Voice for the Microgrid Community

- Advocating for microgrids as resources to their hosts and the grid
- Ensuring microgrids are a cornerstone of grid modernization & resiliency proceedings
- Working to make sure regulations and tariffs reflect the real-world capabilities and service benefits of microgrids
Working as the Voice for the Microgrid Community

• **We represent microgrids in front of:**
  • State Public Utility Commissions
  • The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
  • State Legislatures
  • Congress
  • State and Federal Agencies
  • Governors’ Offices
  • Other stakeholders of all types
Working as the Voice for the Microgrid Community

• Working to unlock microgrid development pipelines and reduce project risk
• Each microgrid is unique, but their regulatory treatment should be clear, streamlined and standardized
• Working market-by-market to ensure microgrid products and services have fair access and value
Working as the Voice for the Microgrid Community

Join us to:

• Expand and accelerate your microgrid development activities
• Support market growth for your microgrid equipment, software, and service offerings
• Educate your customers and regulators on microgrid capabilities & benefits
• Secure additional market pathways and revenues for your microgrid’s operations
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